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Abstract: CryoSat-2 is the first satellite mission carrying a high pulse repetition frequency radar 

altimeter with interferometric capability on board. Across track interferometry allows the angle to 

the point of closest approach to be determined by combining echoes received by two antennas and 

knowledge of their orientation. Accurate information of the platform mispointing angles, in partic-

ular of the roll, is crucial to determine the angle of arrival in the across-track direction with sufficient 

accuracy. As a consequence, different methods were designed in the CryoSat-2 calibration plan in 

order to estimate interferometer performance along with the mission and to assess the roll’s contri-

bution to the accuracy of the angle of arrival. In this paper, we present the comprehensive approach 

used in the CryoSat-2 Mission to calibrate the roll mispointing angle, combining analysis from ex-

ternal calibration of both man-made targets, i.e., transponder and natural targets. The roll calibra-

tion approach for CryoSat-2 is proven to guarantee that the interferometric measurements are ex-

ceeding the expected performance. 

Keywords: SARIn; Interferometry; CryoSat-2; roll; mispointing; transponder; swath 

 

1. Introduction 

The CryoSat-2 mission was designed to measure changes in the thickness of sea and 

land ice fields [1]. The requirements of the system were defined in terms of the uncertainty 

of the perennial ice thickness change measurement caused by all contributing elements, 

including satellite performance and ground processing capabilities [2]. The altimeter 

mounted on board the CryoSat-2 satellite, namely SAR/Interferometric Radar Altimeter 

(SIRAL), was designed with synthetic aperture and interferometry capabilities in order to 

meet those requirements. It works in three operating modes: Synthetic Aperture mode 

(SAR), SAR Interferometric mode (SARIn) and Low-Resolution Mode (LRM). SARIn 

mode enables aperture synthesis, as does SAR mode, but using two antennas for phase 

comparison (interferometry) between the radar echoes sensed by them allows us to deter-

mine the across-track direction of the return echo. Additionally, CryoSat-2 has three Star 

Trackers in charge of measuring satellite orientation. The quaternions computed from 

them have inherent biases of ~1μrad. According to [3], the worst case error on the angle of 

arrival for CryoSat-2 was expected to be 411μrad. Starting from the error budget for the 

angle of arrival in [3], in the framework of the roll calibration, we can consider the require-

ment of the roll bias accuracy to be given by the sum of the instrument internal calibration 

accuracy and of the contribution from uncorrected thermal deformation of the star 

tracker-bench-antenna assembly, resulting in 176μrad. 

However, different studies revealed that the mispointing angles in the early versions 

of the CryoSat-2 Level1b were affected by static offsets [4–6], which are now compensated 

[7]. Both the roll and pitch biases are related to inaccuracies in the rotations applied to the 
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Star Tracker quaternions to translate them from their internal reference frame to the inter-

ferometer baseline one. 

A comprehensive approach has been exploited for the calibration of the roll mispoint-

ing due to its direct impact on the accuracy of the across-track angle of arrival (AoA) re-

trieved by interferometric processing. Three different activities within the CryoSat-2 

QWG (Quality Working Group) have been able to analyze the CryoSat-2 roll bias with 

three different strategies: (i) calibration over the Svalbard transponder [8], (ii) ocean roll 

campaigns, and (iii) analysis of CryoSat-2 swath data over land ice. 

Transponder acquisitions have been used to monitor range, datation, and interfero-

metric phase performances since the beginning of the CryoSat-2 mission. The transponder 

tracking is programmed twice a month, and the data is analyzed continuously providing 

a very useful way to detect not only drifts in the component of the instrument but also 

anomalies in the on-board and ground processors. Calibration campaigns have been pe-

riodically performed in order to monitor CryoSat-2 interferometer performances. The cal-

ibration strategy for the interferometer uses the open ocean as a well-known target. It is 

characterized by a rough uniform sloped surface. CryoSat-2 SARIn acquisitions are used 

to measure the slope of the surface in the across-track direction. They are compared with 

the a priori known slope of the ocean surface. 

Analysis of the interferometric measurements from the calibration campaigns re-

vealed that (i) the roll angle measured by the Star Trackers has a bias with respect to the 

measured angle of arrival, (ii) this roll bias depends on the Star Tracker being used, and 

(iii) the accuracy of the roll can be improved by properly correcting the mispointing angles 

for the aberration of light [9]. The swath processing method was not foreseen to be used 

for calibration purposes. Although the method was initially used with the CryoSat-2 proof 

of concept airborne campaigns, it was applied to CryoSat-2 data for the first time 5 years 

after it was launched. 

By analyzing the capabilities of the three methods, the following considerations can 

be drawn. With the ocean roll campaigns, better precision is achieved, and errors linked 

to the baseline orientation knowledge can be ignored. However, it has the drawback of 

requiring spacecraft maneuvers, causing the suspension of science acquisitions. On the 

other hand, transponder calibration has the great advantage of being very frequent and 

can perform absolute calibration measurements with just a single pass, which can be also 

used to detect anomalies. However, it requires a transponder site facility, with mainte-

nance over time. Finally, the swath processing method has the advantage of using science 

acquisitions available over large areas for assessing the roll bias, but a large amount of 

data over different regions and seasons is required. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Transponder Calibration 

The transponder equipment used for the CryoSat-2 external calibration is located in 

the Svalbard archipelago. It was designed and installed in 1987, built for ERS-1 usage and 

refurbished for the CryoSat-2 mission. 

The input data for this calibration analysis are the stack breakpoint products over the 

transponder location that are produced on request by the on-ground Level1 processor. 

These products include the individual Doppler beams that have been steered exactly to 

the Transponder location, providing a very good alignment and signal-to-noise ratio. 

With these I&Q (in-phase and quadrature signal components) focused beams, the power 

and phase from both receiving chains can be extracted. The phase difference (Φ (t,r)) is a 

vector of 1024 range bins (after a zero padding of 2) with the difference between the phase 

of the signal received from both chains. The angle of arrival measured by the instrument 

is obtained from the retracked (ri) phase difference (a single value from the 1024 is se-

lected) with 
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𝛩𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (
𝜆⋅𝛷 (𝑡,𝑟𝑖)

2𝜋⋅𝐵
) − 𝜒(𝑡), (1) 

where 𝜆 is the wavelength of the radar signal, 22.084 mm; B is the distance between the 

centres of two antennas, 1.1676 m; 𝜒 is the roll angle; and Φ (t,r) is the measured phase 

difference in radians, varying for every beam (t). 

The theoretical angle of arrival is computed by geometry (as shown in Figure 1) fol-

lowing: 

𝛩𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜(𝑡) = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (
𝑑0

𝑟(𝑡)
), (2) 

where d0 is the distance from the closest point of the ground track to the transponder 

position, r(t) is the distance from the transponder location to the satellite burst locations, 

and 𝛩 is the across track angle (angle between line from the satellite to the transponder 

position and the nadir direction). 

Finally, the bias is computed as the difference between the measured and the theo-

retical angle of arrivals. 

 

Figure 1. Geometry of the angle of arrival with transponder (TRP) measurements. CryoSat-2 sends 

and receives pulses to the transponder location along the overpass. Figure taken from [8]. 

2.2. Roll Campaigns over Ocean 

The operational calibration plan for CryoSat-2 foresees that interferometer calibra-

tion campaigns are periodically performed for calibration purposes, complementing the 

acquisitions over transponder. An interferometer calibration campaign consists of a se-

quence of SIRAL acquisitions in SARIn mode over the tropical and mid latitude oceans 

while the spacecraft is rolling from side to side at about ±0.4 degrees. The range of com-

manded roll angles was defined to be representative of the range of slopes that are ex-

pected to be experienced while acquiring over ice sheets. 

During interferometer calibration campaigns, the purpose of the CryoSat-2 interfer-

ometer is to estimate the across-track slope of the ocean surface [4], so that the end-to-end 

error on the angle of arrival is assessed by comparison of the measured across-track slope 

with an a-priori known across-track slope. The acquisition geometry is represented in Fig-

ure 2. We denote the roll angle as 𝜒, the across-track slope of the ocean surface as β and 

the angle made by the direction of first arrival (i.e., Point of Closest Approach, POCA) 

with antennas′ boresight direction as 𝜗. It is worth recalling that the interferometer base-

line is defined as the vector following the direction between antenna 1 (the transmit-

ting/receiving antenna, left one in Figure 2) and antenna 2 phase centers (the receiving 

only antenna, right one in Figure 2). Since the interferometer baseline is kept in flight or-

thogonal to the ground track, the orientation of the interferometer baseline in the across-
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track plane corresponds to the roll angle 𝜒. According to the acquisition geometry in Fig-

ure 2, the across-track slope of the ocean surface results in 

𝛽 = 𝜂(𝜗 − 𝜒), (3) 

where 𝜂 is a geometric factor that is given by 𝜂 = 1 + ℎ/𝑅 being h, the altitude of the sat-

ellite with respect to the ellipsoid, and R is the Earth′s radius. 

 

Figure 2. Roll campaigns: acquisition geometry in the across-track plane (angles exaggerated for 

clarity). β represents the ocean across the track slope and 𝜒 the platform roll angle. Figure taken 

from [9]. 

Recalling that the angle of first arrival 𝜗 in the across-track plane can be computed 

by evaluating the interferometric phase difference at POCA, Φ0, we found that the end-

to-end error on the AoA resulted in 

𝜖𝑒2𝑒 =
𝛷0

𝑘0𝐵
− 𝜒 −

𝛽

𝜂
, (4) 

where 𝑘0is the carrier wavenumber and 𝐵is the interferometer baseline length. According 

to the definition above, the end-to-end error is composed of three different terms: (i) the 

error contribution from the measured angle of arrival 𝜗, which includes the SIRAL instru-

ment noise and inaccuracies from the Level1 ground processor and interferometer cali-

bration tool; (ii) the knowledge error on roll 𝜒, which is given by the combination of the 

internal accuracy of Star Trackers and ground processing of downlinked quaternions; and 

(iii) the knowledge error on the a-priori known ocean surface slope 𝛽. 

According to the considerations drawn in [4], the knowledge error on the ocean sur-

face slope is assumed to be negligibly small, while the error contribution from the meas-

ured angle of arrival results in unbiased noise. As a consequence, the end-to-end error on 

the AoA 𝜖𝑒2𝑒can be modeled as a linear function of the angle of arrival itself, and the cali-

bration function for the CryoSat-2 interferometer finally results in 

𝐹(𝜗) = 𝑎 ⋅ 𝜗 + 𝜒0, (5) 

where the linear coefficient 𝑎 corresponds to the contribution from the phase departure 

[1], while the constant term 𝜒0 is addressed to a static bias affecting the roll mispointing 

angle (i.e., a roll bias). 

From an operative point of view, the inputs of the interferometer calibration tool are 

the Level 1b products for the acquisitions commanded during campaigns for the calibra-

tion of the CryoSat-2 interferometer. The 20 Hz power waveform is retracked to identify 

the POCA, and the angle of arrival is computed. Then, according to Equation (5), the error 

in the angle of arrival 𝜖𝑒2𝑒 is obtained by knowledge of the roll mispointing angle and the 

ocean surface slope from the geoid. Finally, the parameters for the calibration function for 

the CryoSat-2 interferometer are obtained by linear regression, as depicted in Figure 3, 
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where the end-to-end error in the angle of arrival for calibration campaign #3 as a function 

of the angle of arrival and the corresponding calibration function are depicted. 

 

Figure 3. End-to-end error in the angle of arrival for calibration campaign #3 as a function of the 

angle of arrival and the corresponding calibration function. The blue points represent the individ-

ual interferometric measurements and the red line the linear regression over them. Figure taken 

from [9]. 

2.3. Swath-Based Roll 

When in SARIn mode and in the presence of a suitable across-track angle, namely, 

typical conditions over land ice, elevation can be retrieved beyond the point-of-closest-

approach (POCA), leading to a swath of elevation in the across-track direction [10–12]. 

This approach has been used to improve the spatial resolution of time-dependent eleva-

tion change across the two polar ice sheets [12–15], as well as icecaps and glaciers world-

wide [16–19]. 

The across-track position and elevation are directly related to the roll angle and the 

look angle via (2). The existence of a roll bias will lead to an elevation bias between as-

cending and descending passes; a bias that, within a given waveform, will increase with 

the distance to the POCA. This elevation bias can then be used to invert the most-likely 

roll bias by adding a roll bias term to Equation (5) and solving for the roll bias, minimizing 

the difference in elevation between ascending and descending passes over a common lo-

cation [12,20]. The approach has so far been implemented by subtracting a reference ele-

vation (e.g., ground-based GPS, operation ice bridge airborne laser altimeter, ASIRAS air-

borne Ku-band radar altimeter) from the CryoSat-2 data and analyzing the ascending-

descending elevation bias to compare the differences in elevation residuals [12,20]. This 

strategy limits the use of the approach to areas where collocated elevation reference cam-

paigns have been conducted. An alternative, not used here, would be to compare swath 

crossovers, thus making the approach independent of the use of an accurate reference 

elevation. 

The experiment, then, consists of running the swath processing a number of times 

with different values of the roll bias; in this instance, we run the experiment with incre-

ments of roll bias of 0.01°, and the discrete record is then oversampled to improve the 

resolution of the roll angle determination. The most likely roll bias is then determined 

from the width of the elevation residual distribution. 

3. Results and Discussion 

The results in the following were obtained comparing CryoSat-2 Level1b products 

from different Baselines, i.e., versions of the products generated by different versions of 

the Level1 processor and corresponding configuration. Limiting to the mispointing angle 

computation and the roll bias applied by configuration, the differences between the Base-
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lines are listed in the following: (i) in Baseline-B, the SARIn phase difference was compen-

sated for a 0.1054 degrees roll bias; (ii) in Baseline-C, a roll bias equal to 0.1062 degrees 

was compensated, and the mispointing angles were computed from the optimal Star 

Tracker according to an on-board selection; and (iii) in Baseline-D, the roll was compen-

sated for a bias varying as a function of both the Mission lifetime and the Star Tracker in 

use, while the mispointing angles computation accounted for the aberration of light [7,9]. 

3.1. Transponder Calibration 

Results for the Angle of Arrival for each Transponder pass are shown in Figure 4. 

The overall 0.0071 degrees of bias is equivalent to a displacement in the geolocations 

across-track of about 87 m, and the standard deviation of 0.0040 degrees denotes an un-

certainty of around 50 m. The results are slightly within the 0.0083 degrees of AoA re-

quirement. 

 

Figure 4. Angle of Arrival (AoA) calibration with transponder results. Each point represents the 

retrieval for a single transponder pass. Figure taken from [8]. 

By averaging all the different errors, the AoA bias is 0.0071 degrees, bearing in mind 

that for each pass, different Star Trackers (STRs) with different temperature conditions 

have been used. The AoA pass-to-pass results variations depend mainly on the error of 

the estimation of the roll and are different for each STR, even if they should measure the 

same. So, for a single transponder pass, different AoA results can be obtained depending 

on which STR is used to retrieve the attitude. In the Baseline-C processor, a specific mod-

ule, called an STR processor, is in charge of estimating the attitude [9]. The STR selection 

method was improved from Baseline-B. The previous method just selected the first avail-

able STR, while in Baseline-C, the selected STR is the one used by the Attitude and Orbital 

Control Systems. Additionally, the STR processor performs smoothing on the roll, pitch 

and yaw before writing them on the product. Although these changes improve the atti-

tude measurements, the STR selection on board sometimes does not use the STR with the 

smallest error. A comparison between the AoA results from both baselines is shown in 

Figure 5. It can be seen that some Baseline-C results are worse than the ones available from 

Baseline-B. Further studies concluded with the need to implement an improved attitude 

solution in the Star Tracker processor (currently operational in Baseline-D products). 
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Figure 5. Baseline-B and Baseline-C AoA results. Read, blue and green points represent the individual AoA retrievals for 

Star Trackers (STRs) 1, 2 and 3. Yellow dots represent the retrieval of the STR selected by the STR processor. Figure taken 

from [8]. 

The links between the AoA results have tried to be related to the temperature of the 

spacecraft, but the sparse number of transponder passes made analysis difficult. The 

bending of the antenna bench due to spacecraft interface temperature can cause mispoint-

ing from the STRs nominal positions and consequent bias in the attitude measurements. 

These biases can be corrected by averaging the attitude measured by two opposite STRs, 

but only in the case where bending is symmetric. However, different illuminations of the 

sun can increase the attitude noise, making the ‘‘hot” STRs less precise. 

3.2. Roll Campaigns Over Ocean 

Throughout this section, the results of the interferometer calibration analysis of the 

CryoSat-2 SARIn L1b products from the interferometer calibration campaigns are pre-

sented. Table 1 includes the main information for each interferometer calibration cam-

paign. 

Table 1. Interferometer calibration campaigns. 

Campaign Dates L1b Products ST1 ST2 ST3 

#1 27–28/07/2010 6 OFF ON ON 

#2 17–18/10/2011 9 ON OFF ON 

#3 11–12/09/2012 8 OFF ON ON 

#4 10–12/10/2013 8 ON ON OFF 

#5 04–05/01/2014 8 ON ON ON 

#6 06/05/2015 8 ON ON ON 

#7 31/08–01/09/2016 8 ON ON ON 

#8 06/02/2018 8 ON ON ON 

#9 25/04/2019 8 ON ON ON 

It is worth recalling that the Star Trackers were placed on the spacecraft to have a 

different orientation, so that at any time at least one Star Tracker was free from sun or 

moon blinding (tagged “OFF” on the Table) [2]. This can be verified by inspection of Table 

1, where, for each campaign, at least two Star Trackers were available (tagged “ON” on 

the Table). 

The SARIn L1b product only contains mispointing angles computed from the opti-

mal Star Tracker according to the rule defined on board in the attitude orbit control sys-

tem. In order to include the roll mispointing angle from the Star Tracker available in the 

calibration analysis, we processed our own the quaternions generated by the Star Trackers 
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using exactly the same processing functions and configuration that are used in Level1 op-

erational processor. This way, a calibration function for each available Star Tracker was 

computed. It has to be remarked that in the following we present the results of the inter-

ferometer calibration obtained (i) by computing the mispointing angles on-ground by 

properly correcting for the aberration of light [1] and (ii) by exploiting an improved ver-

sion of the interferometer calibration tool, where the accuracy of the a-priori known 

across-track ocean slope was increased. 

In Figure 6, we plotted the calibration function parameters that were obtained for the 

different interferometer calibration campaigns and for each available Star Tracker by pro-

cessing Baseline-C L1b products. By inspection of Figure 6a, where the linear coefficient 

for the interferometer calibration function is reported, it can be noticed that similar values 

are obtained from the available Star Trackers for each campaign. This behavior was ex-

pected since the parameter a is a function of sea surface roughness only. By inspection of 

Figure 6b, where the estimated roll bias 𝜒0is reported, it can be noticed that 𝜒0 exhibits a 

dependence on the Star Tracker. This suggests that a different roll bias is present depend-

ing on the rotation between each Star Tracker frame and the interferometer baseline. Ad-

ditionally, a decreasing trend can be observed, at least up to 2018. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Calibration function parameters from Baseline-C L1b products: (a) linear coefficient a and (b) constant term 𝜒0. 

It has to be remarked that in Figure 6b the total uncorrected roll bias 𝜒0is presented. 

Recalling that a roll bias equal to 0.1062 degrees was compensated in Baseline-C, an aver-

age residual roll bias of 0.0097 degrees with a standard deviation of 0.0019 degrees is fi-

nally obtained. It is worth noticing that the average residual roll bias in Baseline-C was 

already compliant with the requirement for the roll bias given in Section 1. 

As an outcome of the roll calibration exploiting the interferometer calibration cam-

paign over ocean, we decided to apply a different roll bias as function of the Star Tracker 

and variable as a function of the mission lifetime for the reprocessed products in Baseline-

D [20]. By processing Baseline-D products from the interferometer calibration campaigns, 

the residual roll bias for each Star Tracker shown in Figure 7 was obtained. By inspection 

of Figure 7, it can be noticed that the residual roll bias in Baseline-D is steadily around 

zero, independently of the Star Tracker and of the campaign, resulting in an average roll 

bias of 0.0006 degrees with a standard deviation of 0.0009 degrees. 
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Figure 7. Residual roll bias from Baseline-C and Baseline-D acquisitions. 

In the framework of this analysis, the roll bias was subsequently addressed, and the 

existence of an antenna bench bending for SIRAL was investigated together with its im-

pact on interferometric acquisitions. As detailed in [2], the rigid bench where antennas are 

mounted is expected to undergo convex or concave flexing when subject to a thermal gra-

dient. To minimize the effect of this bending, antenna feeds are decoupled from the an-

tenna bench while the Star Trackers are coupled with the antenna bench. As a conse-

quence, a bending of the antenna bench can affect the roll measured by the Star Trackers 

so that the measured roll does not correspond to the real direction of the interferometer 

antenna baseline. Aiming to evaluate the in-flight flexing of the bench, the difference of 

the roll measured by each Star Tracker pair was computed. If a difference far from zero is 

observed for two Star Trackers on opposite sides of the bench, it can be due to its bending, 

under the assumption of the exact roll computed by Star Trackers and by on-ground pro-

cessing. 

In Figure 8 shows the roll difference for each Star Tracker pair from the beginning of 

the mission up to 2017. It can be noticed that roll differences between Star Trackers on the 

same side of the antenna bench are nearly zero, as expected. On the other hand, the roll 

differences between Star Trackers on the opposite side of the antenna bench is larger than 

zero in absolute value and varies as a function of mission lifetime. 

 

Figure 8. Roll difference for each Star Tracker pair. Blue represents differences between ST1 and ST3, yellow between ST2 

and ST3, and red between ST1 and ST2. 

Under the assumption that the roll difference of Star Tracker pairs at different sides 

of the antenna bench is due to bending and that the bending is symmetrical with respect 
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to the center of the antenna bench, the error in the angle of arrival due to bench bending 

can be modeled as equal to half the roll difference. Considering the whole mission, the 

average error in the angle on arrival due to bench bending at 1Hz is equal to 0.0020 de-

grees with a standard deviation equal to 0.0112 degrees. 

3.3. Swath-Based Roll 

This approach has been applied over the Greenland Ice Sheet, where OIB (Operation 

Ice Bridge) [21] surveys have been conducted yearly during the CryoSat-2 period (Figure 

9). To limit the chance of elevation difference occurring due to temporal change and sur-

face slopes, each CryoSat-2 height record has been matched with the closest OIB elevation, 

setting a maximum spatial distance of 50 m and temporal separation of 10 days. The ele-

vation difference between OIB and CryoSat-2 due to their different positions is further 

corrected using arcticDEM [22] as reference topography. 

From the CryoSat-2 and the OIB datasets covering the month of April 2011, we ob-

tained over 50,000 collocated measurements equally split between ascending and de-

scending orbits. 

 

Figure 9. Location of the collocated swath-OIB (Operation Ice Bridge) measurements. EOLIS (Ele-

vation Over Land Ice from Swath) DEM along the west coast of the Greenland Ice Sheet overlaid 

over the MEaSUREs MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) Mosaic of Green-

land [23]. The inland limit of the DEM corresponds to the CryoSat-2′s SARIn mode mask (dashed 

line); elsewhere the ice mask is in accordance with the Greenland Ice Mapping Project (GIMP) 

dataset [24]. Ice Bridge elevation acquired in March, April and May 2011 (black). Figure taken 

from [12]. 

Analysis of the Baseline-C dataset reveals a clear minimum elevation bias found for 

a roll bias of ~0.007°, a value in agreement with the alternative methods described along-

side the swath method, as seen in Figure 10. The same analysis of Baseline-D data again 

shows a clear minimum, but this time it is centered on ~0°, an expected outcome since 

Baseline-D data incorporate the improved attitude. We also note that the width of the 

minimization is reduced for Baseline-D case compared with Baseline-C, suggesting that 

the attitude correction performed on Baseline-D data has addressed some of the variabil-

ity in the roll error seen in Baseline-C data. 
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Figure 10. Elevation bias between ascending and descending CryoSat-2 passes as a function of roll 

angle bias. The roll bias that minimizes the dispersion of the elevation difference for Baseline-C 

data is found at 0.007°. The same exercise using Baseline-D data shows a minimum elevation dis-

persion with no significant roll angle bias. Figure taken from [12. 

The chosen strategy of using a reference elevation, in this case, OIB airborne laser, 

limits the use of this approach to areas where collocated elevation reference campaigns 

have been conducted. An alternative approach would be to extract point-to-point eleva-

tion difference from ascending and descending passes. This latter approach would allow 

us to exploit more of the CryoSat-2 datasets and analyze the roll bias as a function of orbit 

position and time to assess external forcings in the roll-bias variation. 

This approach could also lead to continuous platform attitude assessment and cor-

rection as no particular campaign needs to be programmed. This would potentially reduce 

some of the largest errors related to uncertainty in the Angle of Arrival and subsequent 

errors in geophysical variables extracted from Interferometric Radar Altimeters. 

4. Conclusions 

Three different methods have been used to determine roll stability during the Cry-

oSat-2 mission. Analysis with transponder acquisitions provided a very accurate and uni-

form solution thanks to the good knowledge of the target and the frequency of the acqui-

sitions (twice a month uninterruptedly). However, it was difficult to measure seasonal 

distortions related to the bench bending and to disregard an error due to phase difference 

from errors due to antenna baseline orientation knowledge. Analysis of the roll campaign 

data over ocean increased the number of records analyzed compared with single target 

measurements over the transponders. However, the complexity of the roll campaign only 

allowed for 9 campaigns, compared with the 87 transponder passes. The swath method 

provided a very good approach, with the ability to use science data directly over a specific 

land ice region, but it required the use of an additional instrument to measure the refer-

ence elevation, which limited the use of the method to areas where collocated elevation 

reference campaigns had been conducted. Alternatively, swath crossovers could be used, 

which would not rely on such reference elevation. A comparison of the roll bias results 

for each of the methods is listed in Table 2 in the case of Baseline-C. 

Table 2. Comparison of the roll bias results for Baseline-C. 

Method Bias Standard Deviation 

Transponder 0.0071 degrees 0.0040 degrees 

Ocean Roll 0.0097 degrees 0.0019 degrees 

Swath  0.0070 degrees - 
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Aiming at taking advantage of the capabilities and advantages of each of the methods, the compre-

hensive approach for roll calibration that has been exploited in the CryoSat-2 Mission foresees that 

(i) absolute roll bias is evaluated using the campaign data over ocean; (ii) the stability of the roll 

mispointing is continuously monitored, exploiting the transponder acquisitions; and (iii) the per-

formance from a user perspective is assessed using swath data analysis. Following the approach 

above, it was possible to refine the roll bias correction in Baseline-D, and this in turn was proven to 

reduce the residual roll bias with a direct impact on the quality of interferometric measurements. 
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